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IntroductionIntroduction
nn A central task in accounting theory and practice:A central task in accounting theory and practice:

to measure the firm’s profitability both in the long-to measure the firm’s profitability both in the long-
run and in the short-runrun and in the short-run

nn In the economics literature the internal rate of returnIn the economics literature the internal rate of return
(IRR) is the widely used theoretical long-run profit-(IRR) is the widely used theoretical long-run profit-
ability concept. IRR is a well-established measure alsoability concept. IRR is a well-established measure also
among practitioners (in capital budgeting decisions)among practitioners (in capital budgeting decisions)

nn Methods to estimate the IRRMethods to estimate the IRR
–– methods based on the accountant’s rate of return (ARR):methods based on the accountant’s rate of return (ARR):

Kay’s model, the average ARR methodKay’s model, the average ARR method
–– methods based on the cash recovery rate (CRR): Ijiri’s andmethods based on the cash recovery rate (CRR): Ijiri’s and

Salamon’s modelsSalamon’s models
–– methods based on market values (Lawson) etc.methods based on market values (Lawson) etc.



Research Problem and MethodologyResearch Problem and Methodology
nn Research problem in general:Research problem in general:

–– To develop an objective and operational methodology forTo develop an objective and operational methodology for
assessing the various long-run profitability (IRR) estimationassessing the various long-run profitability (IRR) estimation
methods presented in literaturemethods presented in literature

–– To use this methodology for finding out which of the methodsTo use this methodology for finding out which of the methods
works best both in practice and in theoryworks best both in practice and in theory

nn  Evaluation based on simulated financial statements Evaluation based on simulated financial statements
–– Evaluations using actual financial data from business enter-Evaluations using actual financial data from business enter-

prises suffer from missing an objective profitability benchmarkprises suffer from missing an objective profitability benchmark
(true IRR unknown)(true IRR unknown)

–– Results based on an analytic deduction are valid only underResults based on an analytic deduction are valid only under
strict assumptions and have arrived at conflicting conclusionsstrict assumptions and have arrived at conflicting conclusions

–– Using simulated data allows one to know the true IRR inUsing simulated data allows one to know the true IRR in
advance for providing the objective benchmark neededadvance for providing the objective benchmark needed



Specific Research QuestionsSpecific Research Questions
11 Are the methods sensitive to cyclical fluctuations inAre the methods sensitive to cyclical fluctuations in

the capital investment activities?the capital investment activities?
–– earlier research typically based on a constant growth approachearlier research typically based on a constant growth approach

22 Are the methods sensitive to the underlying, assumedAre the methods sensitive to the underlying, assumed
cash contribution patterns and duration of the firm’scash contribution patterns and duration of the firm’s
capital investments?capital investments?
–– sensitivity analysis of the contribution distribution and the life spansensitivity analysis of the contribution distribution and the life span

33 Are the methods sensitive to disparities between theAre the methods sensitive to disparities between the
firm’s growth and profitability?firm’s growth and profitability?
–– verification of analytic results under more general assumptionsverification of analytic results under more general assumptions

44 Are the methods sensitive to the depreciation choiceAre the methods sensitive to the depreciation choice
used to produce the financial statements?used to produce the financial statements?
–– sensitivity analysis of the firm’s accounting practicesensitivity analysis of the firm’s accounting practice



Capital Investment Simulation ModelCapital Investment Simulation Model

    

(1)      gt  = g0 1 + k( )t
1 + Asin 2 t /C( ) +[ ]{ } 1 + t S[ ],

  where

gt = capital expenditures in year t
k  = growth rate of the investments

A  = amplitude of the business cycle

C  = length of the business cycle
   = phase adjustment for the business cycle

t = Kronecker's delta ( t = 1, when t = ,  and 0 

  otherwise
         S  = capital investment shock coefficient



Some Basic FormulasSome Basic Formulas
The total contribution fThe total contribution ftt in year t cumulated from the in year t cumulated from the
contributions of the earlier years’ investments:contributions of the earlier years’ investments:

  fft t   = cash inflow in year t  = cash inflow in year t
fftiti  = contribution in year t from capital investment i years back  = contribution in year t from capital investment i years back
bbii  = relative contribution from capital investment i years back  = relative contribution from capital investment i years back
N N   = life-span of every capital investment project= life-span of every capital investment project

The true internal rate of return r:The true internal rate of return r:
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∑



The accountant’s profit pThe accountant’s profit ptt is defined as the cash inflow f is defined as the cash inflow ftt

less the depreciation dless the depreciation dtt::

The book value vThe book value vtt of the firm at the end of period t is of the firm at the end of period t is
 defined as: defined as:

The accountant’s rate of return ARR is defined as:The accountant’s rate of return ARR is defined as:

    (4)                               pt = ft −dt

    (5)                           vt = vt−1 + gt −dt

    (6)                  ARR = pt /vt−1 = ft − dt( )/vt−1



Depreciation MethodsDepreciation Methods
Annuity depreciation (theoretical):Annuity depreciation (theoretical):

Straight-line depreciation:Straight-line depreciation:

Double declining balance method:Double declining balance method:

    (7)                         dt = ft − pt = ft − r ⋅vt−1

    
(8)                         dt =    1/N( ) gt−i

i=1

min N ,t( )
∑

    
(9)                dt = 2/N( ) 1 − 2/N( )i −1
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Contribution DistributionsContribution Distributions
The uniform distributionThe uniform distribution

The negative binomial distributionThe negative binomial distribution

          s          s = a scaling parameter= a scaling parameter
          p          p = a shape parameter= a shape parameter

The Anton distributionThe Anton distribution

    

(10)                        bi = 1 /N,  i = 1, 2,... ,N

(11)              bi = s i + 1( )p2 1 − p( )i
,  i = 1, 2,...,N

(12)          bi = 1 /N + N − i + 1( )r /N ,  i = 1,2,..., N



Kay’s ModelKay’s Model

wherewhere
n = the length of the observation periodn = the length of the observation period

                              Average ARR MethodAverage ARR Method
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Ijiri’s ModelIjiri’s Model
Cash recovery rate CRRCash recovery rate CRRt t ::

where Vwhere Vtt  denotes the gross assets at the end of year t.  denotes the gross assets at the end of year t.

IRR estimate (by iteration):IRR estimate (by iteration):

    (15)                        CRRt = ft /Vt−1

    
(16)                            Vt = vt +   dt−i

i=0

N/2−1

∑

    
(17)                      CRR = IRR/ 1 − 1 + IRR( )−N 

  
 
  



Results (Kay’s Model)Results (Kay’s Model)
kk The estimates are insensitive to the cyclical fluctuat-The estimates are insensitive to the cyclical fluctuat-

ions and their amplitude (Table 2)ions and their amplitude (Table 2)
kk When the growth rate and the true IRR are equal, theWhen the growth rate and the true IRR are equal, the

profitability estimates contain no error (Table 3)profitability estimates contain no error (Table 3)
kk When the annuity method of depreciation is used,When the annuity method of depreciation is used,

the estimates are perfectly accuratethe estimates are perfectly accurate
kk The main source of error in the estimates is the dis-The main source of error in the estimates is the dis-

parity between the firm’s growth and profitabilityparity between the firm’s growth and profitability
kk The firm’s capital investment opportunities (the cont-The firm’s capital investment opportunities (the cont-

ribution distribution) and accounting choice (theribution distribution) and accounting choice (the
depreciation method used) also affect the estimatesdepreciation method used) also affect the estimates

kk The three sources of error interact with each othersThe three sources of error interact with each others



Results (Ijiri’s Model)Results (Ijiri’s Model)

kk Two additional sources of error:Two additional sources of error:
–– the estimate of the cumulated depreciations for the GBVthe estimate of the cumulated depreciations for the GBV
–– the estimate of the life-span Nthe estimate of the life-span N

kk Ijiri’s model fares numerically on the average at leastIjiri’s model fares numerically on the average at least
as well as does Kay’s model (Table 4). Howeveras well as does Kay’s model (Table 4). However
–– perfectly accurate estimates do not exist (cf. Kay’s model inperfectly accurate estimates do not exist (cf. Kay’s model in

the case k = r and under annuity depreciation)the case k = r and under annuity depreciation)
–– there is no clear pattern (direction/magnitude) in the errorsthere is no clear pattern (direction/magnitude) in the errors
–– the individual error components can be much larger than thethe individual error components can be much larger than the

resulting total error due to compensating effect (Table 5)resulting total error due to compensating effect (Table 5)
++ the method is insensitive to cyclical fluctuationsthe method is insensitive to cyclical fluctuations



Results (Average ARR Method)Results (Average ARR Method)

kk The results produced by the average ARR methodThe results produced by the average ARR method
are very similar to the results by Kay’s modelare very similar to the results by Kay’s model
(Table 6)(Table 6)
–– maximum difference in the estimates of the two methods ismaximum difference in the estimates of the two methods is

0.1 per cent0.1 per cent
–– perfect accuracy in the case k = r does not hold (but holds inperfect accuracy in the case k = r does not hold (but holds in

the case of annuity depreciation)the case of annuity depreciation)
–– the method is insensitive to cyclical fluctuationsthe method is insensitive to cyclical fluctuations



Comparison of ResultsComparison of Results
kk Numerical performanceNumerical performance

–– none of the methods clearly outperforms the othersnone of the methods clearly outperforms the others
–– the errors in Kay’s and the average ARR method are morethe errors in Kay’s and the average ARR method are more

regular and predictable than in Ijiri’s method (Ijiri’s methodregular and predictable than in Ijiri’s method (Ijiri’s method
has more, although compensating, sources of error)has more, although compensating, sources of error)

kk Theoretical foundationsTheoretical foundations
–– Kay’s model is theoretically best founded, with the averageKay’s model is theoretically best founded, with the average

ARR method very close byARR method very close by
–– Ijiri’s model can be regarded more as a good rule of thumbIjiri’s model can be regarded more as a good rule of thumb

kk Practical applicabilityPractical applicability
–– the average ARR method has the outstanding merit of beingthe average ARR method has the outstanding merit of being

directly based on an established accounting practicedirectly based on an established accounting practice
–– Kay’s and Ijiri’s methods difficult to “sell” to practitionersKay’s and Ijiri’s methods difficult to “sell” to practitioners



ConclusionConclusion
kk The simulation approach makes it possible to knowThe simulation approach makes it possible to know

the true IRR in advance and provides an objectivethe true IRR in advance and provides an objective
benchmark for an assessment of the different methodsbenchmark for an assessment of the different methods

kk Due to the inclusion of the investment cycles into theDue to the inclusion of the investment cycles into the
models the applicability of the models beyond themodels the applicability of the models beyond the
steady state assumptions is confirmedsteady state assumptions is confirmed

kk The discrepancy between the the growth and trueThe discrepancy between the the growth and true
profitability is the dominating source of error in all theprofitability is the dominating source of error in all the
three methodsthree methods

kk The numerical performance of the methods is roughlyThe numerical performance of the methods is roughly
at par. Kay’s method is theoretically best founded andat par. Kay’s method is theoretically best founded and
the average ARR method most easy and straight-the average ARR method most easy and straight-
forward to apply in practiceforward to apply in practice
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    Visualization of Simulated Observations: Negative Binomial 
Contribution,Declining Balance Depreciation, No Shock, Growth 8%, 

IRR 12%, Amplitude 0.50        
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Visualization of Simulated Observations: 
Negative Binomial Contribution, Declining Balance Depreciation,  

Amplitude 0.50, Shock in Year 24, No Noise, Growth 8%, IRR 12%
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